Sub : Police Ministerial Establishment-Promotion/Transfer and postings of Fair Copy Superintendents-Orders issued-reg

At present there are two vacancies of Fair Copy Superintendents consequent to the retirement of Smt. P. K. Thankamani, FCS DPO Thrisuur City and Smt.Indirakumary,FCS,PHQ on 30.04.2015. Hence, the following transfer and postings of Fair Copy Superintendents are ordered with immediate effect.

1. Smt. T.K. Sumathy, FCS DPO, EKM Rural (Option-TSR/EKM/PLKD) is transferred and posted to DPO, Thrissur City vice Smt. Thankamani retired.

2. Smt. P.N. Omana, FCS, SAP Tvpm (Option-KTM/EKM/ALPA) is transferred and posted to DPO, EKM Rural vice Smt. Sumathy transferred.

The following Selection Grade Typists are provisionally promoted as and posted to units noted against each.

Smt. Maniamma, Selection Grade Typist (Option-ALPA/EKM/TVM) has ordered to be relinquished her right for promotion permanently vide DGO No.1235/2013 dated. 26.07.2013. Now, Smt. Maniamma, SG Typist has placed a request to withdraw her relinquishment vide her representation dtd 17.04.2015. In considering the request of Smt. Maniamma, SG Typist and as per the provision contained in the GO (P) No.20/2004/P&ARD dtd 10.12.2004, the request of Smt. Maniamma for withdrawing her relinquishment has been accepted with effect from 17.04.2015 i.e. from the date of application. As such, Smt. Maniamma, SG Typist is provisionally promoted to the cadre of Fair Copy Superintendents in the scale of pay of ₹.16180-29180 and posted as Fair Copy Superintendent in the office of the Commandant SAP TVPM vice Smt. Omana transferred.

Sri. Roy, Selection Grade Typist, DPO, EKM Rural (Option-EKM/KTM/TSR) is provisionally promoted as Fair Copy Superintendent in the scale of pay of ₹.16180-29180 and posted as Fair Copy Superintendent at PHQ vice Smt. Indirakumary retired.

The Unit Heads concerned will relieve/admit the incumbents forthwith and report compliance.

LOKNATH BEHERA
Additional Director General of Police
For State Police Chief

To : The Individuals
Copy To : 1. All Officers in List‘B’(except SBCID),
         2. MGR/AO/All FCSs/SGTs in PHQ/F2/M4/M3 PHQ for information.
         3. DGO File/DGO Register